
Saturday,   September   7  
9/7   Noon   A.L.I.   update   from   Fr   John...  
Three   more   bios   of   fellow   participants:  
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9/7   Evening   update   from   A.L.I.   (Anglican   Leadership   Institute)   by   Fr   John...  
 
This   morning   we   woke   up   to   wind   and   rain,   but   after   lunch   it   was   all   clear   and   warmed   up   a   lot.   Before  
lunch   we   did   the   second   half   of   the   teaching   on   the   Meyers-Briggs   inventory,   which   focused   on   applying   it  
to   the   workplace   setting   and   to   spirituality.   Then,   after   lunch   we   had   an   afternoon   field   trip   touring  
Edgartown.   They   say   that   each   of   the   5   towns   on   the   island   is   unique   and   that   is   certainly   the   case   with  
Edgartown   (see   pictures).   The   Obamas   just   bought   a   home   there.   And    every   house   is   either   completely  
white   or   white   on   the   front,   with   cedar   shingle   sides;   and   they   all   have   a   white   picket   fence.    Edgartown   is  
also   separated   from   the   infamous   Chappaquiddick   (referred   to   as   "Chappy"   by   the   locals)   by   a   small  
amount   of   water   -   with   a   ferry   taking   vehicles   back   and   forth.   

 
 
Unfortunately,   our   presentation   for   tonight   on   the   topic   of   Listening   was   scrapped,   as   the   speaker's   flight  
was   cancelled   with   the   hurricane,   so   people   are   getting   some   rest.  
 
One   thing   I   have   been   struck   by   so   far   is   how   strongly   most   everyone   here   seems   to   be   from   the  
evangelical   strand   of   Anglicanism.   Although   the   way   this   manifests   varies   based   on   location,   as   I   will   take  
a   little   time   tonight   to   explain...   [do   not   read   further   if   you   don't   want   to   nerd   out   a   bit   🤓]  
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In   Northern   Ireland   and   Australia,   the   anglo-catholics   tend   to   be   very   liberal.   Therefore,   those   who   are  
orthodox   tend   to   be   quite   low-church.   In   northern   Ireland,   for   example,   this   means   no   vestments  
(robes/stole/chasuble)   for   clergy,   which   distinguishes   them   from   the   anglo-catholics.   And   in   Australia   and  
Northern   Ireland,   they   might   have   Holy   Communion   only   one   Sunday   a   month.  
 
The   same   is   true   of   the   Anglican   Church   in   many   of   the   African   countries,   where   the   word   is   more   of   an  
emphasis   than   the   sacrament.   In   fact,   Josphine   is   a   priest   at   the   Cathedral   in   Nairobi,   Kenya   where   she   is  
one   of   12   clergy   on   staff   and   they   have   15   services   every   Sunday,   but   only   one   of   those   services   has   Holy  
Communion   every   Sunday.   Although,   I   should   note   that   a   service   in   Kenya   would   be   quite   liturgical   (the  
Kenyan   liturgy   is   quite   famous   in   the   Anglican   Communion,   and   is   even   used   by   some   American  
congregations   -   translated   to   English,   of   course).  
 
But   turning   to   America,   a   Diocese   like   South   Carolina   would've   historically   had   a   reputation   in   The  
Episcopal   Church   for   being   low   or   broad   church,   but   as   the   majority   of   Anglo-Catholicism   in   the   U.S.,   U.K.,  
and   Canada   have   strayed   from   theological   orthodoxy,   a   diocese   like   South   Carolina   appears   relatively  
high   church   on   the   worldwide   spectrum   of   churches   in   the   Anglican   Communion   that   have   remained  
theologically   faithful,   if   only   based   on   their   commitment   to   weekly   Eucharist   and   to   having   at   least   one  
thoroughly   liturgical   service   in   most   every   parish   every   Sunday.  
 
In   Brazil,   the   Anglican   Church   is   low   church   for   a   different   reason   from   the   orthodox   in   the   Church   of  
England:   they   were   colonized   by   the   Portugese   who   were   Roman   Catholic,   therefore   many   Brazilian  
Christians   have   an   aversion   to   "Catholic"   things   like   liturgy.   But,   in   addition,   when   the   Anglican   Church  
historically   came   to   Brazil   it   was   via   missionaries   from   the   Evangelical   strand.   So   Bp   Flavio   explains   that  
his   province   leans   heavily   toward   the   evangelical   and   charismatic   streams   (while   strictly   maintaining   a  
single   baptism).   And   he   reports   that   some   churches   under   him   have   communion   1x   per   month,   some   2x,  
and   others   every   sunday.   But   in   almost   all   cases,   the   formal   liturgy   of   worship   is   minimized   or   non-existent  
(only   robes   on   a   special   service   like   an   ordination,   but   otherwise   only   a   clerical   collar)   such   that   a   service  
might   in   many   ways   resemble   a   non-denominational   evangelical   service   in   the   U.S.   (just   browse   a   few  
pics   on   this   page   to   get   an   idea:   www.dv.anglicananobrasil.com/   )  
 
However,   despite   the   variance   in   worship   styles   I've   described   -   or   more   precisely   many   orthodox   Anglican  
churches   around   the   world   tending   to   lean   more   strongly   toward   the   evangelical   stream   than   many  
churches   in   the   ACNA   -   it   should   be   noted   that   in   all   of   these   cases   the   protestant   Anglican   distinctive   like  
the   episcopate   with   apostolic   succession   and   a   real-presence   view   of   Holy   Communion   is   maintained.  
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Sunday,   September   8   
9/8   morning   A.L.I.   update   from   Fr   John...  
We   used   the   Kenyan   liturgy   for   worship   this   morning...  
 
 
9/8   Evening   update   from   A.L.I.   by   Fr   John...  

Today,   during   outdoor   Sunday   Eucharist,   Bp   Andudu   Elnail   preached   and   noted   how   it   reminded   him   of  
the   many   outdoors   Eucharists   he   and   his   people   had   had   in   the   Nuba   mountains   under   the   trees   to  
remain   hidden   from   the   government's   bomber   planes.   His   sermon   was   on   Daniel   3   when   Shadrach,  
Meshach,   and   Abednego   were   accompanied   in   the   fiery   furnace   by   a   fourth   man   whom   King  
Nebuchadnezzar's   counselor   said   looked   like   "a   son   of   the   gods",   and   the   men   were   unharmed   by   the  
flames.   Bp   Andudu   suggested   this   demonstrates   what   God   promises   us:   not   to   take   us   out   of   the   fire,   but  
to   be   with   us   in   it.  

After   church,   we   had   out   for   the   western   coast   of   the   island,   first   to   the   fishing   town   called   Menemsha   and  
then   to   an   area   called   Aquinnah,   which   is   a   Native   American   reservation   for   the   Wampanoag   people.   And  
it   turns   out   they   were   having   a   a   pow-wow   this   afternoon,   so   we   got   to   hear   some   pretty   cool   drum   native  
drums   while   we   picnicked   for   lunch.  

After   we   got   back,   I   went   paddle-boarding   with   a   member   of   the   support   staff   from   South   Carolina   named  
Burwell   (pronounced   Burl).   Paddle-boarding   is   chill.  

Finally,   before   dinner,   we   met   in   discussion   groups   (of   6   participants)   and   to   share   our   stories   with   one  
another   for   about   10   minutes   each.   It   was   pretty   cool   to   hear   some   of   the   things   people   shared   and   to   fill  
in   some   facts   about   people   I'd   been   getting   to   know.   I   was   probably   most   struck   by   Japhet   from   Rwanda,  
not   only   by   his   story   but   just   the   way   he   speaks   about   the   Lord   is   very   profound.   For   example,   he   shared  
how   he   was   raised   in   a   Christian   home,   but   as   someone   has   once   said   to   him   "God   doesn't   have   any  
grandchildren,   He   only   has   children."  
His   point   was   that   his   parents   faith   in  
God   was   no   replacement   for   him  
coming   into   his   own   personal  
relationship   with   the   Lord,   being   born  
again   to   abide   in   the   Lord   as   a   child   of  
God.   Japhet   did   this   for   himself   in  
1993.   And   in   the   next   year,   1994,  
"came   the   genocide",   but   the   Lord  
protected   him.   Later,   we   were   talking  
about   the   time   of   sharing   and   he   said,  
"Christianity   is   all   about   testimony."  
And   I've   been   meditating   on   that  
statement   off-and-on   the   rest   of   the  
evening.  
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Monday,   September   9  
9/9   Morning   A.L.I.   update   from   Fr   John...  

Three   more   bios   of   participants,   including   yours   truly   (with   a   picture   from   8   years   ago)  

 

9/9   evening   A.L.I.   update   from   Fr   John...  

Today   we   began   incorporating   communal   Morning   Prayer   into   our   routine.   Each   day   a   participant   will   lead  
(using   a   liturgy   of   their   choice),   preach   a   4   minute   homily   on   the   lectionary   scripture,   and   share   for   a  
minute   or   two   about   the   country   or   region   where   they   serve   and   how   we   can   pray.   [I   will   go   a   week   from  
Friday,   and   have   the   unenviable   task   of   summarizing   what   things   are   like   in   California.]   Anyway,   Emeka,  
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an   Archdeacon   from   Nigeria,   shared   about   his   country.   The   Northern   part   of   Nigeria   is   dominated   by  
fundamentalist   Muslims   who   hold   the   power   in   the   country's   government   and   persecute   the   Church,   which  
prevents   it   from   thriving.   In   the   South,   where   he   ministers   in   the   city   of   Lagos,   the   Church   is   much   less  
persecuted,   but   also   sorta   complacent.   Most   significantly,   the   Nigerian   Church   will   be   electing   a   new  
Primate   next   week,   so   we   certainly   prayed   for   that.  

After   Morning   Prayer,   Bp   Andudu   spoke   some   more   about   crisis,   and   it   was   very   good;   very   encouraging.  
Side   note:   I   really   felt   so   much   joy   today,   and   gratitude   for   the   opportunity   to   be   here!  

Next   we   listened   to   a   2   part   podcast   from   American   mega-church   pastor   Andy   Stanley   on   "visioneering",  
which   basically   seems   like   a   word   some   marketing   person   came   up   with   for   leaders   having   and  
implementing   a   vision.   Often   the   contrarian,   I   had   a   few   concerns   about   it,   but   I   was   able   to   pick   out   some  
fish   meat   and   leave   bones,   and   it   led   to   some   good   group   discussions   later   in   the   day.   Interestingly,   the  
subject   of   Bishops   came   up   a   lot   in   our   discussion,   probably   because   our   small   group   of   6   is   the   only   one  
without   any   bishops   in   it.   And,   of   course,   you're   going   to   hear   some   horror   stories   when   you   get   some  
clergy   alone   together   talking   about   such   things,   but   it   sounds   like   some   bishops   in   Africa   can   behave   more  
like   emperors   than   servant   leaders.   (I'm   sure   none   of   the   bishops   attending   A.L.I.   with   us   are   like   this😏   ,  
but   apparently   some   are.)   Anyway,   it   made   me   really   grateful   for   Bishop   Menees,   who   welcomes   both  
feedback   and   input,   while   still   managing   to   stand   in   his   authority.  

During   the   afternoon,   I   learned   how   to   play   spike   ball,   which   is   a   lawn/beach   game   that   I   believe   was  
invented   on   Shark   Tank   (see   this   link    https://youtu.be/RULU1m9_008    ).   As   my   friend   Carlton   from  
Northern   Ireland   would   say,   it   was   "a   real   craik",   meaning   it   was   a   lot   of   fun.   A   few   of   us   also   went   for   a  
swim   and   paddle-boarded   in   the   pond   (I'd   say   the   water's   about   65   degrees).  

Today   was   also   my   day   for   kitchen   duty   with   2   other   participants.   This   means   we   help   set   up   the   buffet   line  
before   the   meal   and   then   do   the   dishwashing   after.   Apparently,   this   is   a   pretty   radical   thing   to   ask   the  
African   men   to   do   from   cultural   standpoint,   where   such   things   are   left   to   the   women,   but   I   haven't   heard   a  
single   gripe.  
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https://youtu.be/RULU1m9_008?fbclid=IwAR1vGPiqNrPrn4DyRqts76kgG5XacDeiVUFmJUEIbq7MaY8rKG3NBp_rOK4

